PPE Products, Specs and Pricing
Fever and Mask detection solutions
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About Connect6 Group Inc

Connect6 Group is a medical supply and PPE wholesaler. Our mission is to support federal governments, states and medical institutions with quality supplies sourced and developed through a network of foreign and local manufacturers and distributors.

Our clients should have peace of mind knowing that all of Connect6 products are on the FDA approved equipment list and have the proper certifications to sell within the United States. All of our manufacturing partners operate FDA certified facilities.

Connect6 works in partnership with Redwood Medical Equipment. Redwood has a tenure of sourcing, procuring and retailing medical equipment and supplies.

Since the outbreak of COVID-19, we have jointly targeted our efforts to help the institutions in most need. We have served the states of Michigan and Georgia along with hospitals, private healthcare facilities and private enterprise. It is our primary goal to help those that are helping others.

Suliman Alqhtani
President
647-886-6883
Suliman@Connect6Group.com
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### NIOSH N95

- We currently distribute 2 models
- **Option 1**
  - Model: 9500 - Particulate Respirator (N95)
  - NIOSH Approval: TC-84A-5411
- **Option 2**
  - Model: L-188 (N95)
  - NIOSH Approval: TC-84A-6973
- **Option 3**
  - Model: SS6001-(N95)
  - NIOSH Approval: TC-84A-8125

- Please request full spec sheet and certifications

**PRICE**: $3.60 - $5.00USD per unit

---

**Serving Governments, Hospitals, Private Healthcare Facilities and Private Enterprise.**

- Masks have all required certifications, FDA, CE etc.
- Prices may vary based on availability and ordersize.
- Lead time: 7 days depending on supplier and shipment method
# 3 or 4 PLY DISPOSABLE MASK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SIZE</strong></td>
<td>17.5cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MATERIAL</strong></td>
<td>Non Woven Fabric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PACKAGE TYPE</strong></td>
<td>Boxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TYPE</strong></td>
<td>3 or 4 Ply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COLOR</strong></td>
<td>Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRICE</strong></td>
<td>$0.32 - $0.45 USD per unit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Serving Governments, Hospitals, Private Healthcare Facilities and Private Enterprise.**

- Masks have all required certifications, FDA, CE etc.
- Prices may vary based on availability and ordersize.
- Lead time: 2 - 21 days depending on supplier and shipment method

*All certifications available upon request.*
Serving Governments, Hospitals, Private Healthcare Facilities and Private Enterprise.

- Masks have all required certifications, FDA, CE etc.
- Prices may vary daily based on availability and order size.
- Lead time: 2 - 10 days depending on supplier and shipment method

All certifications available upon request.
FACE SHIELD
180 degree protective isolation

- AAMI Level 4
- High Performance
- Barrier against particulate, liquid, infections agents in all PPE applications
- ISO

PRICE: $2.25 - $3.35 USD per unit

Serving Governments, Hospitals, Private Healthcare Facilities and Private Enterprise.
- Shields have all required certifications, FDA, CE etc.
- Prices may vary based on availability and ordersize.
- Lead time: 2 - 14 days depending on supplier method

All certifications available upon request.
Medical Anti-Fog Goggles

- Lightweight and comfortable
- Anti-fog
- Indirect vent

**PRICE:** $2.05 – $4.75 USD per unit

Serving Governments, Hospitals, Private Healthcare Facilities and Private Enterprise.

- Goggles have all required certifications, FDA, CE etc.
- Prices may vary based on availability and ordersize.
- Lead time: 7 - 35 days depending on supplier and shipment method

*All certifications available upon request.*
ANTIBACTERIAL PROTECTION SUIT

DESCRIPTION:
- Isolation Gowns
  - Level 1, 2 and 3 medical isolation
- Reusable Gowns
  - Level 2 medical isolation
  - 99% Polyester and 1% Carbon
  - Lifespan of over 100 industrial washes, these gowns are approximately $0.25 per use

Isolation GOWN PRICE: $3.75 – $6.00 USD per unit
REUSABLE GOWN PRICE: $9.00 – 12.00 USD per unit

Serving Governments, Hospitals, Private Healthcare Facilities and Private Enterprise.
- Gowns have all required certifications, FDA, CE etc.
- Prices may vary based on availability and order size.
- Lead time: 2 - 35 days depending on supplier and shipment method

All certifications available upon request.
NITRILE GLOVES

• Blue nitrile gloves
• Powder-free blue
• Palm thickness: 4.0 - 7.0 gmm
• Size: S/M/L

PRICE: $9.50 – $13.00 USD per box (100ct.)

Serving Governments, Hospitals, Private Healthcare Facilities and Private Enterprise.

• Gloves have all required certifications, FDA, CE etc.
• Prices may vary based on availability and ordersize.
• Lead time: 2 - 35 days depending on supplier and shipment method

All certifications available upon request.
Foot/Head Cover

- Disposable non-slip shoe covers
- Disposable head covers

FOOT COVER PRICE: $0.25 - $0.75/unit USD
HEAD COVER PRICE: $0.49 - $0.75/unit USD

Serving Governments, Hospitals, Private Healthcare Facilities and Private Enterprise.

- Covers have all required certifications, FDA, CE etc.
- Prices may vary based on availability and ordersize.
- Lead time: 2 - 35 days depending on supplier and shipment method

All certifications available upon request.

Delivery Fees Included.
Pricing does not include duty, tariffs or applicable government fees; to be paid by buyer. Availability and price subject to change daily based on supply and demand.
Fever Detection Solutions

**XTV-5220**
- Dual Camera
- AI NVR
- Centrally managed Body Fever Screening Access Control

**XTV-6520**
- Dual Camera
- Workstation
- Crowd Fever Screening System

**XTV-5110**
- Body Fever Screening Terminal

Black Body

Fever Detection Terminal
Solution 1: XTV-5220

**XTV-5220**

- **Dual Camera**
- **AI NVR**
- Centrally managed Body Fever Screening Access Control

**XTV-5520**

- **Dual Camera**
- **Workstation**
- **Crowd Fever Screening System**

**XTV-5110**

- Fever Detection Terminal
- Body Fever Screening Terminal
Overview - Centrally Managed AI Fever Detection Access Control

Human body temperature measurement
Temperature measurement accuracy ± 0.5 °C
(± 0.9F)

Intelligent Recognition
Built-in 20,000 faces, Automatically Matching

Extended application
Can be used on gates, turnstiles, and other entrances

Audio alarm
5-inch LCD touch screen, built-in speaker
System Features

Xingtera’s AI fever detection access control solution is based on an all-in-one device with an optional NVR. It has an accuracy of 0.9 degrees Fahrenheit and a maximum body temperature detection distance of 3 feet. It includes a built-in 5-inch LCD touch screen and an integrated speaker for easy user operation.

Equipped with AI technologies, the system will only measure forehead temperatures. Distractions such as hot coffee will not trigger false alarms.

The fever screening solution can be deployed standalone as a wall-mount body temperature measurement device. Meanwhile, it can be integrated with existing building access control systems so that every person is required to have their body temperature measured and confirmed before entering the area.

In addition, the system can act as a complete access control solution when equipped with an NVR. The access control system supports RFID cards or human faces (up to 20,000 in the database) verification, together with body temperature check so that only people without fever are permitted to enter.
End to End AI Architecture

- Stand-alone device and can be centrally managed by AI NVR
- Recording all alarm information

➢ Automatically manage person’s temperature
➢ Do statistic and export data to save everyday
Solution 2: XTV-6520

- **XTV-6520**
  - Dual Camera
  - Black Body
  - Workstation

**Crowd Fever Screening System**

- **XTV-5220**
  - Dual Camera
  - AI NVR
  - Centrally managed Body Fever Screening Access Control

- **XTV-5110**
  - Fever Detection Terminal
  - Body Fever Screening Terminal
Overview - AI Crowd Fever Detection Solution

Xingtera’s AI crowd fever detection and screening solution employs a visual light and thermal dual-camera system for quick human body temperature measurement and user-friendly interfaces. Up to 10 people’s body temperatures can be measured simultaneously. Equipped with AI technologies, the system will only measure human body temperatures from the forehead. Distractions such as hot coffee will not trigger false alarms.

- Includes dual-camera, black body, and a workstation
- Measurement of forehead temperature only
- Measurement accuracy: ≤ ±0.3°C / ±0.5°F
- Measurement distance: Up to 3.5 M / 11.5 Ft
- Multiple people measurement
- On-screen and audio alert at fever detection
- Plug and play, easy installation
AI Fever Detection Interface
Solution 3: XTV-5110

XTV-5220
Dual Camera
AI NVR
Centrally managed Body Fever Screening Access Control

XTV-6520
Dual Camera
Workstation
Crowd Fever Screening System

XTV-5110
Fever Detection Terminal
Body Fever Screening Terminal
Overview - AI Fever Screening Terminal

Overview:

Xingtera’s AI fever screening terminal is designed to measure human body temperatures quickly and accurately. It can be deployed in public and commercial space to ensure all visitors all have normal body temperature, and to minimize potential transmission risk of coronavirus (COVID-19).

Features:

- High measurement accuracy: ≤ ±0.5°C / ±0.9°F
- Detection distance: Up to 0.7 M / 2.3 Ft
- 8-inch touch screen for easy operation
- On-screen and audio alert at fever detection
- Integrated NFC card reader
- Plug and play, easy installation

Snapdragon 450 Mobile Platform
Successful Cases

Financial Building Access Control

Building Access Control

Office Daytime Check

Office Building Entrance
**Procurement Process**

1. **Determine Quantity**
   We work with you to get you the best price on your order (minimum depending on manufacturer).

2. **Establish Lead Times & Delivery**
   (3 to 14 days). Possibly shorter delivery time if delivered within North America.

3. **Execute Contract & Issue P.O.**
   Agreement and P.O. will be reflective of agreed upon terms, delivery and paymentschedule.

4. **Issue Payment**
   Terms vary depending on manufacture

5. **Arrival of Delivery**
   TBD based on freight partners’ availabilities. Private charter flights available.

6. **On-Going Support**
   We are here for the long run and we can be counted on. Company established in 2015.
Document Notes:
• All pricing within this document is calculated on a per unit basis
• Shipping costs are not included and will be passed through to the client
• Payment terms are variable
• We would be happy to provide references upon request

We are looking forward to serving you. Please be in touch with any questions

You Order, We Deliver!

Andrew Yousefpour
Vice President
613-558-9594
Andrew.yousefpour@connect6group.com